
1.     Thinking Governmentally means to reason from ___________ to _________ to arrive

at a just ___________________.

2.      What does this slide show?

3.     Who is considered the Father of American Christian Education?

________________________ In what year did he publish his American Dictionary of the

English Language? _____________

4.     Horace Mann advocated for the C__________ S___________. He wanted the

____________ to be responsible for the education of its citizens. 

5.     Progressivism is closely related to E__________________ Theory.

6.     A postmodern worldview denies the existence of absolute _______________.
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7.     A Christian form of government operates like a r________________ not a

m______________ or a d________________.

8.     The heart of the Principle Approach is to teach students of all ages how to

r_______________ from ___________________________ and apply them to all of life. 

9.     Webster’s definition of education is closely aligned with which passage in

Scripture?

10.     How are principles like seeds?

11.     The mission of Dayspring Christian Academy is to equip its students to:

·Acknowledge the L_______________ of Jesus in every aspect of life

·Demonstrate a B_______________________________.

·Become citizens of excellence in Christian C_______________ and

S__________________.

·Help R___________ America to her Biblical ___________________.

12.     The PEERS Test assess worldview in 5 areas:

·P =

·E =

·E =

·R =

·S =

13.     Even among Christian students who attend traditional Christian schools the

worldview trend is quickly moving toward S____________________, and anti-God

worldview.
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14. A self-governing nation cannot endure without the influence and practice of the

G______________. 

15. Do you agree that Biblical Christian-based education (The Principle Approach) is

key to the future of America? Explain why or why not.
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